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Time Outs
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What is a Time-out?
An announced break during an
uncomfortable conflict or argument so that
you can calm your emotional response and
feelings of anger.

Examples of what to do during a time-out:
Physically removing yourself from the conflict.
Using breathing exercises to calm oneself down.
Taking a walk, exercising, listening to music, playing a game,
etc.
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Rules for Time-outs:
Use time-outs to stop yourself from becoming abusive.
Do not use them to avoid conflict or disagreement.
Let her know you are taking a time-out, don’t just
leave.
Tell your partner where you are going.
Use relaxation techniques and positive self-talk during
your time-outs.
Do not drink alcohol or use drugs during your time-out.
Seek positive support from other group members,
friends, or family.
Call your partner before you return and make sure she
feels safe. If she still feels unsafe, respect that and
do not return.
When you do return, do not insist on dealing with the
conflict immediately. Decide on a time when you both
are ready to return to the discussion.
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You're Not Going Out Tonight (Version Two)
It’s Tonya’s girls’ night out and she’s getting ready to meet her
friends. Kevin comes in and confronts Tonya about going out.
Tonya reminds Kevin that he has his poker night with his
friends, so she gets to have a night to go out with her
friends. Kevin becomes aggressive and intimidating, walks up
to her face and starts giving her a hard time about her friends, saying that “they are
a bunch of....” Kevin interrupts himself and instead tells Tonya he is leaving (though he
does not tell her he is taking a time-out.) He just leaves.
When Tonya gets home after hanging out with her friends, Kevin is sitting on the
couch watching tv. He asks Tonya if they can talk about what happened, and he tells
her he is sorry about what he did and explains that he just gets “jealous.” Tonya asks,
“do you expect me to never leave the house and to have no friends?” Kevin tells her
that he had some time to think, and he realizes that it is important for Tonya to have
her own life and he promises her that he is going to change. He also tells her that
after she left, he called his group leader and told him what happened and agreed to
bring this up tomorrow in group. Since Tonya got home, the whole time Kevin has
been talking, he has remained seated and calm. He apologizes again.
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Women’s Fear
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Acknowledgment of Women’s Fears:
Examples of Statements Denying Women’s Fears:
“She’s not afraid of me, she’s just using this court thing to get
back at me.”
“Now, whenever we have a heated discussion she locks herself in
the bedroom and says she has to do this because, ‘I’m a batterer.’”
“She can’t still be scared, she knows I wouldn’t do it again.”
“I feel like she is teaming up against me, she’s got the shelter, the
courts, everybody on her side. I don’t have anyone on my side.”

How to Respect Women’s Fears:

Allow her to express her feelings of fear without trying to deny
minimize, or blame.
Respect her request for a time-out or let her pick the time,
location to have a discussion.
Allow her to set ground rules which will make her feel safe
around you.
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I’m Just So Stressed, I Lost Control
Brian was court ordered to BIP groups after being arrested for punching Allison in
the face during an argument about money. The incident happened 6 months ago and
Brian has not hit her since, but Allison is still fearful. Brian is on probation and knows
that if he hits her again, he will go right back to jail.
Allison is in the kitchen getting ready to make dinner when
Brian asks her if she checked the mail today for the tax
refund. Brian tells Allison that he is anxious about not
having his car and tells her that he needs the refund money
to get his car fixed so he doesn’t have to ask for rides to
work anymore. Allison assures him that she has been
checking the mail daily and it has not arrived yet. Brian
gets angry and starts accusing Allison of taking the check
and depositing the money to keep for herself. Allison feels
insulted and offended that he would make such an
accusation. She gets angry and says, “you wouldn’t be so
freaked out about this check if you were more responsible and had put aside money
to take care of your car like I told you to in the first place.” Brian becomes enraged,
comes towards her and screams, “shut the fuck up, you stupid bitch!” Allison, clearly
afraid, steps back and doesn’t say anything. Brian backs off and apologizes and tells
Allison, “I’m just so stressed, I lost control.”
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Three Questions:
1.

Analysis of Vignette

What’s the impact if men only stop hitting because of the threat of
jail?
Many men might be afraid of going to jail if they hit their
partner again, so they may stop hitting.
Though, they may not be hitting their partners anymore, they
may continue using other controlling tactics, like threats and
intimidation.
Belief: “I’m not allowed to hit her anymore, so she gets to say
whatever she wants.”
Violence was used to control what his partner said.
Because he can’t use the violence (because of the threat of
going to jail), the man sees himself as the victim because
now he has to “let” his partner say whatever she wants.
He is minimizing and denying his abusive behavior.
He has a choice: 1) continue to blame her, or 2) accept
responsibility for his behavior and intent.
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2. Why wouldn’t a woman who was assaulted or threatened accept an
apology?
Why does it seem that women are unable to forget the past use
of violence?
The abuser may have apologized before and then hurt her again;
she may not believe the apology is sincere or that the abuser has
changed.
A woman might need certain safeguards to make her feel secure
after she has been hit or when she lives with a man she knows has
battered another woman.
3. In the vignette, has Brian made the decision to stop being abusive?
Many men believe that being abusive only includes physical
violence.
It’s not enough for a man simply to stop using physical violence.
He must also stop using other tactics to control her too.
Shifting from physical abuse to another tactic of controlling
behavior does not put an end to the abusive behavior. The abuse
continues, but now it’s no longer a criminal offense.
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Women’s Anger
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Acceptance of Women’s Anger
Ways People Try to Block Another’s Anger:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Invalidate the other person’s
feelings.
“What are you talking about?”
“I don’t get it, what are you so
pissed about?”
Accuse the other person of
attacking you.
Verbally attack the person who is
getting angry.
“You are even worse than me.
How about when you...?”
Trivialize the person’s anger.
Laughing at the person when
they are angry.
Making fun of her.
“So what’s the big deal?”
“Are you on the rag?”
“You’re so cute when you’re
mad.”
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5.

6.

“I’m a horrible person. I’m no
good. You’re right.”
“You deserve better, you
should leave me.”
Use intimidation or physical abuse.
Stopping her physically.
Putting a hand over her mouth.
Hitting her.
Using threats or intimidation.
Walking away.
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In What Ways Do You, As an Individual, and
Society, As a Whole, Tell Women Not To Be Angry?
Why do people dismiss women’s anger?
How does the media portray women’s anger?
“You’re so beautiful when you’re angry.”
(I Love You More lyrics)
(I Love You More song)
Slapping hysterical women
Airplane Scene
What does the word “hysterical” mean?
Female Hysteria, Huffington Post
How did your father respond to your mother’s anger?
How did you as a child respond to your mother’s anger?
What are some of the expressions we use in our society to
describe women who are angry?
“She’s on the rag.”
“It’s that time of the month.”
“Bitches”
“Cunts”
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Why Do You Stop Women From Being Angry?
What is Anger?:

Distorted Beliefs:

A normal, healthy
human emotion
A Survival instinct that
alerts us when
something is wrong or
that we are being
threatened

Anger is power.
Women are not
important and can’t
have power.
Therefore women
cannot be angry.
If a woman is
allowed to be
angry, she will try
to control me.
So, if a woman is
angry, it must be
stopped.

If a woman is angry, she is
expressing that she believes
something is wrong and she
desires to change it.
If a man rejects or blocks
that anger, he is attempting to
control the situation.
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What Would It Mean
If Women Were Allowed to Express Their Anger?
What would happen if you allowed women to be angry?
How do men remain powerful, or women powerless, if women are
prevented from expressing anger?
How often is violence used to stop women’s anger?
How would men’s relationships with their partners change if, when
their partners were angry, they responded in a respectful way?
If a woman is prevented from expressing her anger, what happens to
that anger?
What is the effect on her, on him, and on the relationship when
that anger is blocked?
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Anger vs.
Domestic Violence
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What is Anger?
A normal, healthy human emotion (not a behavior), which can range in intensity
A survival instinct; a response to being threatened
It allows us to become aggressive in order to fight and defend ourselves when
we are under attack
A modest amount of anger is healthy - it signals there is a problem to solve

Physiological/biological responses
Breathing increases - more oxygen intake
Heart rate increases - heart pumps faster
Blood pressure increases
Increase in hormone levels of adrenaline and
noradrenaline
Sweat
Pupils dilate
Face can turn pale or flushed
Hands get cold
Body shakes
Muscle tension
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3 Ways Anger is Expressed:
1.

Passive, Suppressing (Anger-in)
Anger which is not expressed and held inside
You don’t think about feeling angry or why you feel angry
You focus your attention on something positive
You convert your anger into more constructive behavior
i.e.: walking away from a situation and not ever resolving it

2.

Aggressive, Uncontrolled, Expression (Anger-out)
Anger which is expressed in a hostile manner through aggressive behavior
Impulsive, destructive, violent
Problems which triggered the anger are never resolved
i.e.: protesting, yelling, hitting, breaking things, vengeful actions

3.

Assertive, Controlled Expression (Healthiest)
a. Anger which is first calmed using emotional coping skills:
Controlling your internal responses: Take steps to lower heart rate, calm
yourself down, and let emotions subside.
Controlling your outward behavior; not acting impulsively.
b. After the anger is calmed, then it is resolved in a non-aggressive, respectful
manner using behavioral and cognitive coping skills:
Use behavioral coping skills, such as problem-solving and communication skills to
resolve problems and settle disagreements.
Use cognitive coping skills to reframe negative, self-defeating thoughts or to
accept situations which are beyond your control.
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Expressing/Managing Anger Assertively Using Coping Skills
1.

Emotional Coping: helps to calm angry emotions
a.
Relaxation exercises
Deep diaphragmatic breathing exercises
Imagery – visualize a relaxing experience from your memory or your imagination
Slowly repeat to yourself a calm word or phrase, such as “relax” or “take it easy” while breathing
deeply
Yoga/Meditation
b.
Walking Away
c.
Counting to 10
d.
Playing games/sports
e.
Venting to a friend

2.

Cognitive Coping
a.
Thought stopping: Noticing negative thoughts and stopping yourself from thinking about them.
b.
Cognitive restructuring:
Changing the way you think.
Identify negative, irrational statements about self, others and the world; replace these thoughts with
more rational ones.
c.
Using humor
Behavioral Coping
a.
Problem Solving
Identify the problems
Brainstorm all possible solutions (even silly ones)
Evaluate the solutions and eliminate the least effective ones
Put plan into action and monitor progress
b.
Better Communication
Think before you speak
Listen
Use clear and direct communication
Express feelings using “I” statements
Identify your needs and clearly express them
261
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What’s the Difference Between Anger and DV?
Anger

Domestic Violence
(Power & Control Model)

Aggressive expression in a wide range
of situations, with various people

Aggressive expression in private with
family or household members

Behavior is reactive, impulsive; the
person loses control of their emotions

Behavior is intentional, calculated; the
person very much in control of their
emotions

Focus is on triggers and the connection Focus is on power/control issues;
between thoughts, feelings, and
impacted by beliefs regarding power,
actions
privilege, and entitlement
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Coping Skills
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1.

2.

3.

Coping Skills

Emotional
Focus is on what you need to do to relieve the tension from your body so that you can
feel better.
This approach does not solve the problem, it does not make the problem go away, it only
helps you get through the moment.
Examples: breathing exercises, progressive muscle relaxation, exercise, reading, art,
music, praying, talking to someone like a pastor, therapist, friend (venting).
Cognitive
Focus is on changing your thoughts.
When you cannot change the situation, the only thing you can do is change the way you
think about the situation.
You have to learn to accept the things you cannot change.
Examples: reframing cognitive distortions and self-defeating thoughts.
Behavioral
Focus is on what you can do to fix the problems; outcomes over which you have some
control.
Examples
a. Problem-solving skills:
When you figure out how to make the problem go away or make the problem better
by doing something. For example, having your lawyer file a motion, calling FPL and
making payment arrangements when you cannot afford the bill, etc.
b. Communication skills:
When you try to work out an issue with someone you had a misunderstanding with
or a disagreement with by talking to them.
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Cognitive Distortions:
Thought patterns which are distorted, unreasonably negative, not supported by evidence.
They are learned, and can become so ingrained in us that they become automatic and we are
not aware that we are thinking this way.

Types:
Demanding/Commanding: you are overly critical of yourself or others by turning your personal preferences into
“should,” “must,” or “ought” statements.
All or Nothing Thinking: you look at things in absolute, black or white categories. If your performance falls short of
perfect, you see yourself as a total failure.
Overgeneralizing: you view a single negative event as a never-ending pattern of defeat, i.e.: “Always,” “Never,”
“Everyone,” “Nobody,” “All,” “None.”
Labeling: you make generalized, negative judgements about yourself, others, or events; the general label about an
event or one’s worthiness is based on a single negative characteristic, i.e.: “Jerk,” “Loser,” “Bitch,” “Asshole.”
Dwelling on the Negative: you only focus on the negative and discard anything positive.
Rejecting the Positive: you insist that your accomplishments or positive qualities “don’t count.”
Catastrophizing: you make things out to be much worse than they actually are.
Personalizing: you take responsibility for something that is not your responsibility.
Blaming: you fail to take responsibility for something that is your responsibility and you blame others.
Making Feelings Fact: you assume that your negative emotions necessarily reflect the way things really are; “I feel it,
therefore it must be true.”
Jumping to Conclusions: you anticipate a negative outcome, convinced that your prediction is an already established
fact.
Mindreading: you arbitrarily conclude that someone is reacting negatively to you without bothering to check it out.
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Positive Self-Talk
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Identifying Negative Self-Talk
Define negative self-talk:
Things that you say to yourself that convince yourself that it is ok
to be abusive.

Examples:
Feeling sorry for yourself:
“I don’t know why have to be in
the stupid program.”
“This isn’t fair.”
Why do I have to pay for these
groups?

Jealous thinking:
“She cares more about strangers
than me.”
“She must be seeing someone else.”
“Other people are putting ideas in
her head.”

Negative thoughts about what your
partner is saying or doing:
“She’s being dramatic.”
“She’s crazy.”
“She just likes to bitch all the
time.”

Blaming your partner:
“She’s asking for it.”
“She abuses me.”
“She leaves me no choice.”
“She doesn’t give me any credit.”
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Identifying Positive Self-Talk
Define positive self-talk:
Things that you say to yourself where you choose to have a
positive outlook, remain neutral, are understanding, or are open to
alternative explanations.

Examples:
Your partner is yelling at you:
Negative self-talk: “She’s abusing me.”
Positive self-talk: “I’m glad that she is able to tell me how she is feeling,
it’s important for me to understand what she’s upset about.”
Your partner is smiling while talking to the store clerk:
Negative self-talk: “She’s flirting with another guy.”
Positive self-talk: “She’s just being friendly.”
Your partner wants to go out with her friends:
Negative self-talk: “She wants to talk bad about me to her friends.”
Positive self talk: “She just wants to spend time with her friends.”
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Communication
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What are Emotions, Feelings, & Mood?
Emotion: a release of chemicals in the body in response to our
interpretation of a specific trigger; dissipates in seconds
Feeling: an emotional sensation; the state of mind we attribute to
the emotion as we integrate, interpret, and process it; lasts longer
than emotions
Mood: a generalized emotional sensation (feeling) which is
impacted by multiple factors, such as physiology, thoughts,
environment, and emotions; can last minutes - days
Paul Ekman - his findings suggested that there are 6 emotions that are universally experienced, and
they are associated with specific facial expressions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise.
Robert Plutchnik - developed the “Wheel of Emotions” and identified 8 primary emotions grouped on a
positive or negative basis: joy vs. sadness, anger vs. fear, trust vs. disgust, surprise vs. anticipation
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Paul Ekman
6 Universal Emotions:

Happiness

Anger

Sadness

Disgust

Fear

Neutral
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Surprise
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Robert Plutchnik - Wheel of Emotions
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Joy vs. Sadness,
Trust vs. Disgust,
Fear vs. Anger,
Surprise vs. Anticipation
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What is Empathy?

The ability to sense others’ emotions and imagine what they are thinking
and how they are feeling.
Brené Brown Video on Empathy
Modern scientists suggest that animals are predisposed to be empathic
because having empathy promotes sharing and cooperating, which are
essential for animals to survive.
de Waal, Frans. “The Evolution of Empathy,” GreaterGood. September 1, 2005.

The erosion of empathy | Simon Baron Cohen | TEDxHousesofParliament

Where Does it Come From?

According to British psychologist, Simon Baron-Cohen, there are 10 interrelated
areas of the brain which are responsible for the experience of empathy;
He also states that there are several genes which are involved in the
experience of empathy; and
Social factors, such as childhood stability, trauma, and other social experiences
can impact how empathic you become.
Renzetti, Elizabeth. “Evil and Empathy: Scientists Shed Light on Hearts of Darkness,” The Globe and Mail.
Cambridge, England, July 29, 2011.
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Why is Empathy Important?

Improves the quality of relationships at work and home because it helps
create understanding between people.
Helps with conflict resolution because you are able to understand and
experience another’s point of view and feelings.
Makes people more likely to help others; reduces prejudice and racism.
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/topic/empathy/definition

How to Improve Empathy

:

(citing www.greatergood.berkeley.edu)

Active listening: Express active interest in what the other person
has to say and make him or her feel heard.
Shared identity: Think of a person who seems to be very different
from you, and then list what you have in common.
Put a human face on suffering: When reading the news, look for
profiles of specific individuals and try to imagine what their lives
have been like.
Eliciting altruism: Create reminders of connectedness.
http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/six_habits_of_highly_empathic_people1
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Types of Communication
1. Clear and Direct: Clear and direct communication is the most healthy
form of communication and occurs when the message is stated plainly and straight
to the appropriate person.
An example: “Sara, I felt insecure when the waiter was giving you all that
attention.”
2. Clear and Indirect: In this second style of communication, the message is plainly
stated, but it is not directed to the person for whom it is intended.
Using the previous example: “It could really make a guy feel insecure if his
girlfriend flirts with other guys.” In this message the girlfriend may
not know that her boyfriend is referring to her.
3. Unclear and Direct Communication: Unclear and direct communication occurs
when the content of the message is not obvious, but it is directed to the
appropriate person. For example: “Sara, women can be so slutty.”
4. Unclear and Indirect: Unclear and indirect communication occurs when both the
message and intended recipient are not obvious. For example: “Women are sluts.”
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Communication Styles:
1. Assertive
Standing up for personal rights
Expressing thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in direct, honest and appropriate ways
Does not violate another’s rights
“I’m o.k. and you’re o.k.”
Use of “I” statements, objective words and honest statements
2. Aggressive
Standing up for personal rights
Expressing thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in a direct and emotionally honest way
But in an inappropriate way, violating others’ rights
“You’re not o.k.” Views oneself as superior
Use of “you” statements, accusations, subjective, domineering, superior words
3. Passive
Violating your own rights
Failing to express honest feelings, thoughts, and beliefs; or expressing yourself in an
apologetic, timid manner that others can easily disregard
Allowing others to also violate your rights
“I’m not o.k., everyone else is.”
Use of apologetic words or at a loss for words
4. Passive-Aggressive
Expressing needs and feelings in an unclear and confusing manner
Use of sarcasm, teasing, ridiculing, false praise, and insinuations
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Tips For Respectful Communication
Listening
Asking questions
Don’t interrupt
Responds to what she’s saying
Stays on topic
Thoughtful responses
Paraphrasing
Eye contact
Nodding your head or otherwise showing interest
Not being distracted, giving her your full attention
Remembering what she said
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Negotiation and Conflict
Resolution
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Negotiation Skills
1.

Being prepared: Both parties must be committed to a fair
process before they begin negotiating. To be fair, both parties
must agree to:
• Listen to each other’s point without reacting abusively or
defensively
• Seek a resolution which is mutually satisfying
• Be willing to compromise

2. Setting some rules: Start with these, but add others you might
need:
• No yelling
• No name-calling
• No bringing up unrelated issues, past wrongs
• No using threats or intimidation
• No playing mind games, manipulation
• Is a time limit needed for this discussion?
• Is a third-party needed to help with this discussion?
280
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3. Defining the problem: What is the issue we are negotiating
about? Is it a negotiable issue or merely open for discussion?
• How does each person identify and experience the problem?
• Is anyone else affected by the problem, how?
4. Identifying goals: Short and long-term goals should be
identified.
• Short term: Identify what needs to happen immediately.
• Long term: Identify what needs to happen ultimately, which
might take longer to accomplish.
5. Finding solutions: Each person offers their idea of how to achieve
the short-term and long-term goals.
• Can both parties’ needs be met, or is compromise necessary?
• If compromise is necessary, identify what you are willing to
compromise to achieve the identified goals until you find a
mutually satisfying resolution.
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What is Open to Negotiation?
Negotiation: An issue is open to negotiation if it is not entirely one
person's right to decide.
Discussion:
•
•
•

It's open to discussion, but not negotiation, if it is only
one person's right to decide.

If you think an item should be open to negotiation, check box 1.
If you think it is open for discussion and input, but not
negotiation, because your partner has the right to make the
decision, checkbox 2.
If you think it is open for discussion and input, but not
negotiation, because it is your right to make the decision,
checkbox 3.
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OPEN
Both Decide

1

Which friends can she spend time with?
Which friends can I spend time with?

2

Who cooks or cleans on weekdays?

3

Who cooks or cleans on weekends?

4

Will she drink or use drugs again?
Will I drink or use drugs again?

5

Will she drink on certain occasions?
Will I drink on certain occasions?

6

Who finds a sitter for the children?

7

Will I buy a car or truck with my own money?

8

Will she buy a car or truck with her own money?

9

Will she get a job or change jobs?
Will I get a job or change jobs?

NOT OPEN
She Decides

NOT OPEN
I Decide

10 Will she go to school?
Will I go to school?
11 Which friends or relatives can visit our home?
12 How will the children be disciplined?
13 When will the children be disciplined?
14 Can she go on a trip without me?
Can I go on a trip without her?
15 What is my paycheck spent on?
What is her paycheck spent on?
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Are The Problems Solvable or Perpetual?
According to Dr. John Gottman, any issue can be either a solvable problem or perpetual problem.
Also, either solvable or perpetual problems can become gridlocked.

1. Solvable
Situational problems that do not carry any
deeper meanings than the topics being
disputed.
Each person would be able to compromise
their position without feeling they are
sacrificing something fundamental about
who they are as a person.
Solutions are likely to be achieved and
maintained.
2. Perpetual
Problems you have had for a long time
and they keep coming up over and over
again.
They may represent fundamental
differences in your personalities which
repeatedly trigger conflict.
They may represent fundamental
differences in your lifestyle needs which
are basic to your own identity and who
you are as a person.
284
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Gridlocked Problems:
Can be solvable or perpetual.
Happens when you can’t ever
seem to find a resolution the
problem.
When talking about these
issues, you feel under attack
and unaccepted.
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5 Skills to Resolving Solvable Conflicts
1.

Softened Start-Up
Do this ALONE, not with your spouse.
Purpose: to change the way the partner begins the conflict discussion, making it not so
harsh.

2.

Repair and De-Escalation
Often repair attempts occur naturally, but go unrecognized.
Purpose: to formalize the repair process.
A partner will announce that they are making a repair attempt before doing so (i.e. “I’m
making a repair attempt.”
The job of the receiver of the repair attempt is to try to accept the repair attempt.
Find the part of the repair attempt that you can agree with right now.
The receiver must also try to view the interruption of the original conversation to make
the repair attempt as an effort to make things better.

3.

Accepting Influence
Purpose: To get both partners to yield a bit and find their common ground so that they
can arrive at a compromise position on the issue.
Find the part of your partner’s position that you can understand and with which they
can agree.
Partners learn that sharing or relinquishing influence can be an asset in a marriage.

4.

Compromise
285
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5.

Physiological Soothing
Flooding: One emotion or set of emotions becomes so averse and so prominent that it
takes over the emotional world of the person. A person becomes “shell-shocked” by the
way his/her partner is expressing negative emotions and reactions.
Feeling overwhelmed
Causes perceptual disorganization
Results in hair-trigger reactivity, further intensifying the conviction that they will
get nowhere by continuing to talk
Purpose:
To teach couples how to recognize when one of them feels flooded during a
conflict and how to ritualize taking a break, during which they self-soothe.
Break must be at least 20 minutes and relaxing.
NO rehearsing distress-maintaining thoughts.
Must schedule a time to reconvene
To introduce a “withdrawal ritual” into the marriage.
To give partners a reliable tool for self-soothing during times of flooding.
Steps to Self-Soothing
1)
Get control of your breathing.
2) Notice areas of tension in your body. Intentionally contract and relax theses
muscles.
3) Let the region become heavy, feel like you are weighted down.
4) Imagine the region becoming comfortably warm, bringing more blood flow.
5) Use imagery
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